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Dear Families

Our Book Week celebrations are well underway. Students have been working with different class teachers to share new stories,
our Library has been decorated with this year’s theme, 'Old Worlds, New Worlds, Other Worlds'. Our students are hunting the
yard for the hidden Where’s Wally characters with staff faces and I have become a sphynx in the Library with an amazing collage
of staff at places across the world. The parades on Friday will certainly be a highlight. We are sad we can’t yet include families due
to COVID restrictions. I’d like to acknowledge all the staff and student leaders who are coordinating a great week of learning and
fun. 

Families will soon receive information about end of term interviews. These will be booked online. Class teachers can assist any
families who can’t access the online booking website. Class teachers and specialist teachers will be available to meet with you.
Masks will be required but face to face meetings will go ahead according to current advice. 
Last week, we celebrated our Ingle Farm Support Staff. We are very fortunate to have many dedicated support staff who work
across all parts of our school. We genuinely achieve so much more for our learners with the collaboration and team work
between teachers and support staff.

As Winter draws to a close I’d like to appeal to all families to do a school uniform check. I really value the effort most families take
to work with students to wear school uniform correctly. This is very important to create school pride and identity. We talk to
students about uniform being how we show our school value of Respect. Uniform options are available through the front office
and can be sourced through local retail outlets. A reminder that our colours are navy blue and red not including jeans, caps or
excessive jewellery. Your support to meet our uniform code is appreciated.
Friday 10th September is our scheduled Student Free Day for the Term 3. OSHC will be open. Please contact Karen for bookings.
Finally, a big thank you for your commitment to our family opinion survey. Family feedback is highly valued and supports our
planning at all levels.

Warm Regards 

Vanessa Mortimer
Principal
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0416906278 (text for absences)
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dl.1162.info@schools.sa.edu.au

8262 4864

2 Belalie Road, Ingle Farm

PO Box 423, Ingle Farm SA 5098

SAPSASA Athletics
26th of August

Book Week Dress Up
27th of August

Village Fair
3rd of September

Student Free Day
10th of September
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This term, in Room 1, the students are learning about ‘Narrative’ writing. Our focus is on
‘Fairy Tales’. The first text we explored was 'Goldilocks and the Three Bears'. To further
engage the students with the story, we made pop-up hand puppets and performed the
story as a Narrative to the class. Well done Room 1!

ROOM 1 NEWS
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It was an unexpected start to the term when South Australia went into lock down just
two days in. Fortunately we were lucky enough to continue learning online. Students
did a wonderful job at adapting to this change so quickly. We are so appreciative of all
families who supported their children with this.
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In Room 26, students have been learning about fractions during Mathematics. They applied their knowledge of
equivalent fractions by drawing a portrait of themselves as a Minecraft character. The class used grid paper to draw a
‘selfie’ where each square required its own solid colour. This led them to calculate the total number of coloured boxes
and turn it into a simplified equivalent fraction. Students explored the relationship between art and mathematics whilst
adding their own personal identity into the task. The portraits are a spectacular display for our class’ pinboards,
showcasing Room 26’s artistic talent and mathematical application. 
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ROOM 26 NEWS

Early Years children have been exploring milk. They have
investigated ways in which milk can react with different
ingredients. We have ben discovering how to create our
own butter out of cream. Stay tuned in the coming weeks
when we try to make milkshakes and even ice cream from
milk!!

SCIENCE NEWS

Our Primary years have been investigating how to pickle
different foods. We have had the opportunity to pickle green
beans, capsicum, lemon, cucumber, red cabbage and green
cabbage. We are currently conducting a test to see if pickling
vegetables will last longer than fresh vegetables cut up in a
bag. Stay tuned for the results 

During Science this term, Upper Primary students have
been challenging themselves to become critical thinkers.
We are exploring what affects the Australian egg industry
has on our country. We have been gathering information
on the different egg farming industries in Australia and
students are researching how sustainable this industry is. 
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